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Haptic Primitives
Point — 3 D.o.F constraint
Line — 2 D.o.F constraint

Proxy-based Volume Haptics
Proxy-based methods for volume haptics use a proxy
to internally represent the haptic probe. The haptic behaviour is controlled by moving the proxy and the force
feedback is calculated from a virtual spring-damper connecting the proxy and the probe.

Haptic primitives are used to represent forces and constraints in the haptic environment. The primitives are designed to push and constrain the haptic probe in
well defined directions and with different degrees of freedom.

Plane — 1 D.o.F constraint
Directed Force

...attracts the proxy towards the position of the primitive.
...attracts the proxy towards the closest
point on a line.

Sets of haptic primitives are combined to form
‘haptic modes’, generating haptic feedback
representing different features in the volumetric data. Each mode controls the strength, position and orientation of selected primitives to
produce the desired haptic effect.

...attracts the proxy towards the closest point on a plane, when the proxy is
under the plane.

Haptic Modes

Surface-and-friction mode
Viscosity mode
...simulates viscosity using a point primitive at the proxy location from the previous time-frame. This will introduce a
braking force for the proxy with respect
to the previous position of the proxy.
Gradient force mode
...uses a directed force primitive to add
a force proportional to the local gradient
of a scalar field. This is useful when interacting with pressure or fluid data.

...produces an active force, pushing
the proxy in a given direction.

...uses a plane primitive to simulate surfaces and a line primitive to simulate friction. The local gradient vector is used to orient the plane
and line primitives and also to control the
strength of the primitives.

Vector follow mode

Vector-front mode

...uses a line
primitive with
orientation
controlled by
a vector field.
This
guides
the haptic instrument in the orientation of the
field by presenting a resistance in
directions orthogonal to the vector
field.

...uses a plane
primitive
with
orientation controlled by a
vector field. This
softly constrains
any move against
the field while moving across the
field generates a sensation of a
surface with the shape specified by
the local vectors of the field.

Vortex tube mode
Direct force mapping mode
...uses the local direction of a vector field
to control a directed force primitive and
thus provide a force directly derived from
the field.

...uses a plane primitive to generate a tube-like representation of vortices. Not
only the position of the vortex core but also the vortex shape, strength and
extension can be perceived.

Applications

The haptic modes are used to represent various
features in volumetric data. Modes can be activated or deactivated but can also be combined
to generate more complex feedback.

MRI Blood-flow — follow mode, gradient mode and direct force mapping mode
We use haptics to guide the exploration of blood flow in a human heart. The gradient mode
is applied to a ‘speed field’, to generate a gentle pull towards areas with fast blood-flow,
the vector follow mode represents the vector field and the direct force mapping conveys
the flow direction.
The haptic feedback is used in conjunction with interactive stream-ribbons to explore
flow patterns of the dataset and to determine locations for stream-ribbon seed-points in
an animated heart-beat and flow visualization.

Computer Tomography — surface-and-friction and viscosity mode
In exploration of computer tomography (CT) data
we apply the surface-and-friction mode to simulate surfaces in a non-segmented and unprocessed
CT dataset of a human head. We also use the viscosity mode to help distinguish between homogeneous tissue and air.
CFD Simulation — follow mode and vortex tube mode

Electro-potential Field — vector follow and front mode
We use our multi-modal exploration tool
to enable understanding of the complex
electro-potential field around molecules, 1,2dichloroethane in this example. While the
vector follow mode provides a representation of
the field behaviour on the route between atoms
with opposite charges, the vector front mode
represents the shape of iso-potentials in the
field.

For this computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulation dataset we use a combination of
the vector follow mode, to represent the air
flow, and the vortex tube mode, to represent
the vortices around the fuselage. Using the
vortex tube mode it is possible to locate vortices without visual cues while the follow
mode conveys the flow orientation throughout the volume.

